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that john wick is like a game of one-upmanship, isn't it? here's a call to arms that's every bit as
fun, but at the same time, has a lot more humour in it. with its cast of good pals, the action is

relentless and genuinely explosive. thrill to the action and comedy in this tale of three australian
cab drivers. rooting for one cabbie over the others is a lot like pulling for one kind of superhero
over another - this may be ultimately an in the moment decision, but in the end, it'll be yours to
decide. fox is back, and like the hero she is, theres no denying the sheer fun that comes with her
adventures. plenty of times in the movie, theres a scene that requires you to be on the edge of

your seat, thinking "oh no.. what do i do now?" fox has plenty of these situations, and they might
not be the most entertaining, but they certainly teach you what it takes to be a badass chick. a

sports romance? isn't that like an oxymoron? apparently not. final score follows four women who
become the best of friends after they form the cheerleading squad for the local basketball team.
with a cast of characters that include the wheelchair-bound jenny (amy adams) and the mentally
disabled rebecca (rose byrne), this film tells the story of four women who team up and take the

big stage together. just to make sure there's no question as to whether these women are capable
of kicking ass, the first thing they learn is how to handle a ball. then, they get to show off their

skills in a few basketball games. hitting the beaches after a hard day of summertime kicking ass,
megan fox takes a break from world war ii-era fancy dress to strike an unassuming pose and
transform into the fearsome wolverine. sex and violence are not typically associated with the
marvel universe but the x-men are about the last superheroes youd expect to indulge in such

activities. in fact, megans the only hero that has a problem with nudity, a fact that wolverine even
points out when hes given the chance to acknowledge the beauty of his female counterpart.
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when given the chance, harrison ford gets to be han solo. as you can see from the photo
above, the theres plenty of room for a little action. granted, its indy who gets to be the one

doing the action in the end, but unlike other indiana jones movies that features a dryly
humorous man as the hero, this movie turns indy into the hero and lets him kick ass. in star
wars, indiana jones is the sidekick to everyone else, but in this movie he acts on his own --

and he does it with panache. we love the way that star wars lets the male characters be the
heroes of their own movies, while the female characters are relegated to supporting

characters or damsels in distress. over the years, there have been quite a few strong female
characters in the star wars universe, but it took lucasfilm finally committing to an all-female

lead for strong female characters to have significant roles in the star wars universe. so it was
great to see the long-awaited rogue one: a star wars story have an equally strong female

lead, princess leia. bonus: theres at least one female villain who kicks ass. girls do kick ass in
the movies, too -- it's all a matter of perspective. she killed my childhood starts off with the
young alice (aubrey plaza) bowing down before her tyrannical, domineering father (john c.
reilly). now, you may have a problem with some of the scene names, but hey, it's still an

action movie. to download these movies, look for torrents that are labeled with filenames like
"shooter.torrent" or "shooter.avi". these usually have the name of the movie and the "torrent"

part of the filename indicates it's a torrent file. to upload, you'll see filenames like
"uploader.torrent" or "uploader. these are exactly the same as you'd find on the pirate bay.
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